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Whether porcelain was suitable for sculpurc is a ques
tion that might have been asked in the formative years 
of the European factories, but it was not. It was taken 
somewhat for granted: just as the China trade had pro
vided both the impetus for the discovery and manufac
ture of porcelain in the west, and an initial repertoire 
through its shiploads of blue and white useful wares, 
so it also provided us with blanc de chine figures that 
demonstrated the viability of porcelain as a sculptural 
medium. And by using the China trade as a kind of 
testing ground we in the west made tentative sculptural 
explorations, substituting, for example, Dutchmen for 
Asians on Buddhist lions and creating through such 
familiar models as the Dutch family group (Plate 1) what 
might best be termed souvenir sculpture. It had an im
portant effect, however: surely it was familiarity with 
the white body of blanc dc chine and our attempts to 
manipulate the material (albeit at second hand) by 
ordering new models that prompted us to go one step 
further and produce our own porcelain sculpture. The 
visual and tactile parallel between Fukien and St. Cloud 
figures, for example, is too close to ignore. What Fukien 
sculpture did not offer, however, beyond a few models 
like the immensely popular one of Budai which was 
so widely copied in the European factories, was reper
toire, and for that we had to turn elsewhere. At Meissen 
- a court factory - where the issue first arose, it was 
only natural for the factory’s modellers to turn to the 
work of the court sculptors and their associates, such 
as Balthasar Permoser (1651 -1732), Paul Hcermann cd from bronzes, itself a medium for the collector and 
(1673-1732) and Benjamin Thomac (1682-1751). Of connoissscur; but it is difficult to imagine that Cinori, 
these, Permoser set the most significant precedent for at Doccia, was persuaded that his grey-bodied, dcnscly- 
porcelain because of his versatility. His work in large- colored porcelain versions of the bronzes in his collcc- 
scalc architectural and garden sculpurc as well as the lion such as Soldani’s Picta, would have the same 
more intimate medium of ivory had the effect of creating aesthetic appeal as the originals, 
an interchangeable repertoire. Ivories - cognate in sub
ject matter, scale, body colour and smoothness of sur- And in looking at the eighteenth-century interior - or 
face - offered one starting point for porcelain sculpture, at least the French interior, which is the best 
and several models by the Dresden ivory carvers found documented - European porcelain sculpture is con- 
their place in the porcelain repertoire. Fiirstcnbcrg spicuously absent. Boucher’s Le Dejeuner of 1739 (Musec 
copied Permoscr’s Hercules and Omphale, of which the du Louvre) is too early in date to show figures, but its 
ivory is still in Dresden’s Green Vaults, and Permoscr’s hanging shelves with Chinese porcelain are typical of 
set of ivory Seasons was widely copied (at first and sc- the French interior for much of the century. For the 
cond hand) by the European factories. A still more direct most part chimneypicccs and tables were set with clocks, 
connection between the two materials may be cited in vases of flowers or mounted oriental porcelains: a rare 
the work of Johann Christoph von Liickc (1703-80) glimpse of a Sevres model as ordinary room (li t oration 
who was both an ivory carver and, in 1728, a modeler occurs in an engraving after Freudeberg published in 
at Meissen. 1774 which shows Falconet’s L’Amour Manumit (circa

1758) on a table. Another implied occurrenc e of the 
Having established porcelain to our satisfaction as a porcelain figure in a French domestic setting isi lie small 
vehicle for sculpture, what did we plan to do with it? Villcroy model of an oriental (which exists in several 
The dramatic life-size animals commisssioncd by variant forms) which is frequently found inou porated 
Augustus the Strong for the Japanese Palace were con- by the Parisian marchands rncrciers into candelabra or ink- 
ceivcd of as museum exhibits. Other models were deriv- stands about the middle of the century.

1 Dutch family. Hard-paste porcelain. Chinese, Fukien pro
vince, early eighteenth century. Museum of the City of New 
York.
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2 Pierre Paul Sevin. Banquet table with trionfi, Maundy Thursday, 1668. Pen and grey ink, grey wash. The National 
Swedish Art Museums.

In England, there was furniture designed to hold 
porcelain: the third edition of Chippendale’s Gentleman 
& Cabinet-Maker's Director in 1762 included eight designs 
for ‘China Cases’. But even these were apparently not 
incorporated into the decoration of the public rooms of 
a house. At Bowood, the Duchess of Portland had her 
'china closet’, and Lady Dashwood’s china room at 
Kirtlington Park was under the stairs leading to the 
garden. The only interior I know of that shows porcelain 
figures as ordinary room decoration is the New England 
parlour of the Samcls family painted circa 1788 by Johan
nes Eckstein (Boston, Museum of Fine Arts).

If porcelain sculpture was not a collector’s medium in 
the salon or library, then where was it? In the office, the 
pantry, where the chef d'officc prepared the desserts. And 
this introduces what is perhaps the most immediate in
spiration for porcelain as sculpture: sugar sculpture.

Sugar sculpture originated in Italy in the sixteenth cen
tury and gradually worked its way up north. Far from 
being merely decorative and incidental, it was an in
tegral component of the court banquet and as such par
took of the allegorical and political symbolism that was 
at the heart of such occasions. It is thus not surprising 
that the models for sugar sculptures were on occasion 
provided by some of the most important (usually court) 
sculptors iif the day. In 1571, for example, at the wed
ding of Charles IX of France and Elizabeth of Austria, 
the banqueting table was decorated with six sugar reliefs 
depicting scenes from the life of Minerva after models 
by Germain Pilon. And in Florence, in 1600, at the pro
xy marriage of Marie de’ Medici to Henry IV of France 
there wen1 three banqueting tables with ‘constantly 
changing' table decorations, including sugar statuettes 
representing the Labours of Hercules. The models for

these sculptures have been attributed on circumstan
tial evidence to Giovanni Bologna. The actual produc
tion was probably due to Pietro Tacca - 
Giambologna's chief assistant at the time - whose 
name occurs in the account books of the banquet in con
nection with work on the sugar figures, and who perhaps 
used moulds made from casts ofGiambologna’s bronzes. 
Obviously such figures don’t survive, but we can ob
tain some impression of them from a scries of sketches 
by Pierre Sevin (1650-1710), documenting the papal 
banquets given in Rome in 1668 and 1669 for the newly- 
converted Queen Christina of Sweden. The sugar 
sculptures, or trionfi, on the dessert tabic in 1668 (Plate 
2) portrayed the sufferings of Christ.

This tradition of sugar sculpture seems to have reach
ed Germany about the second decade of the eighteenth 
century: a writer in 1719 commented that it was begin
ning to replace automata as table decoration. But at this 
time, and still for some years to come, there was great 
variation in dining customs, some of which made no 
allowance for a continuous display of statuettes in any 
kind of elaborate setting. This was chiefly due to the 
prevailing custom of dining a la franaaise, that is to say, 
with all the serving and eating dishes set out on the table 
all at once. The only decorative elements this could ac
commodate were candelabra, individual sculptural 
groups and/or one or more surtouls or dormants which 
remained in place throughout the meal. It is from the 
surtout that we see at Meissen porcelain sculpture for 
the table emerging, specifically the ‘plat Menage’ made 
for Count Bruhl in 1737 (Plate 3). This was immediately 
followed by the Swan Service of 1737-41, and in both 
there is considerable and for the most part unresolved 
tension between function and sculpture. By way of em
phasizing this conflict it may be noted that it was in
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i- laid out in gardens or streets. But twelve years later, 

in 1749, he reverted to a type of table decoration 
associated with the last years of Louis XIV’s reign: John 
Douglas, later Bishop of Salisbury, dined at Bruhl’s with 
Sir Charles Hanbury-Williams and noted that

As it is the custom in Germany to deck the table with 
part of the dessert, before the guests are seated, those 
on one side were hidden from the sight of those on- 
the other, by the pyramids and castles of sweatmeats.

'•:
i

l

And sugar sculpture itself survived well into the 1750s. 
In 1751 S. Gilliers published Lccannamelistejrancais which 
included plans for table decorations including sugar 
figures (Plate 5); four years later the author of Les soupers 
de la cour offered his readers a choice of sugar or Meissen 
porcelain figures for the decoration of a dessert. As a 

3 Tureen, stand and pair of sugar casters. Hard-paste matter of fact, when the wax modeller J. C. Haselmeycr 
porcelain. Models by J. J. Handler, 1737. German,
Meissen, circa 1737. The Art Institute of Chicago.

1735 that Meissen began to produce independent free
standing figures as a major feature of its repertoire.

applied to Duke Karl Eugen of Wiirttemberg for 
employment in 1756 it was for a position in the court 
pantry, on the grounds that sugar sculpture was less 
costly than porcelain; it is not until 1760 that he is cited 
in the Ludwigsburg records as a porcelain modeller.

It is at any rate only with the 1740s that we begin to j think the first service we know of that specifics a large 
sense the emergence of programmes of figures for the. number of figures for dessert is the Meissen service given
decoration of a dessert, although other formats lingered in 2 748 by Augustus lhe Strong to Sir Charles Hanbury- 
on for some time. The Parisian marchand merrier Lazarc 
Duvaux was supplying Meissen figures, gilt-bronze 
plateaux and Vincennes flowers for surtouts in 1749 and 
1750, and even in 1759 he sold the Marcchal de 
Richelieu a ‘plateau de dessert1 featuring the Sevres

Williams, English ambassador at Dresden, and sent by 
Hanbury-Williams to London. The complete service in
cluded one set of tablewares for the main part of the 
meal and a separate one for dessert that included 166 
figures of such diverse character as cows, ‘Hewers of 
Wood1, amazons, ‘Double Sheep1, Spaniards, and 
crinoline figures (‘Ladys in hoop Peticoats1). The 
assemblage is so motley that we must wonder if all were 
placed on the table at once, or whether selections were 
made for thematic purposes. An immediate and impor
tant effect of this service was on the Chelsea factory. 
Hanbury-Williams made the figures available to 
Chelsea, and the fashion for ‘figures fordcsarl1 quick
ly arose. I am not aware of any specific correspondence 
between the Hanbury-Williams service and early 
Chelsea figures; but examples like the raised anchor 
dancing girl after Kandler’s model of circa 1745, and 
the red anchor falconer after Ebcrlein (1744) arc 
evidence of Chelsea’s early access to Meissen models; 
and many more are listed in the first Chelsea sale 
catalogue of 1755.

.:

!

As porcelain factories began to start up in earnest in 
the 1750s figures as table decoration soon began to ap
pear elsewhere on the Continent. Nymphenburg’s first 
such service was the Garden Dessert of 1755 made for4 The Magic Lantern. Soft-paste biscuit porcelain. Model 

by E. M. Falconet, 1757. French, Sevres, circa 1757. The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Bequest of Ella Morris de wedding ceremonies of the Elector Maximilian s
Peyster, 1958. sister Maria Anna to Margrave Ludwig Georg of

Baden. And at Vincennes, the first service lor Louis 
biscuit model the Magic Lantern (Plate 4). Count Bruhl XV, delivered between 1753 and 1755, included twenty-
himself dined in various styles. In 1737, the year of the five figures and a cow. From then on sculpture occurs
plat de menage, he commissioned the first of a series of as a regular component of the dessert service, at least
centerpieces composed of Meissen houses - lighted at Sevres. And after 1753, first at Vincennes and then
from inside (thereby eliminating the need for at Sevres, the figures were exclusively oi biscuit
candelabra) and some copied from buildings in Dresden porcelain, which invites another comparison with sugar
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5 S. Gillicrs. Le cannameiiste franpis, 1751, Plate 5. By permission of the Houghton Library, Harvard University.

sculpurc. According to the director of the factory, Jean- Omphale, rendered in sandstone for the gardens of
Jacques Bachclicr, writing in 1781, biscuit sculpture Schonbrunn and in porcelain for Ludwigsburg. Another
superseded glazed sculpture in 1751, the same year that is represented in the work of Ferdinand Tietz
saw the publication of Gillicrs’ Le cannameiiste Jranqais. (1708-77), whose sketch models for garden sculpture
Bachelicr’s rationale was that omission of the glaze at Trier and Seehof were transposed almost literally into
eliminated the problem of details blurred by a thick porcelain at Wurzburg. In his history of Meissen pro
glaze. Recently it has been suggested very plausibly, duction Otto Walcha implied that the factory began to
by Antoine d’Albis, that the adoption of biscuit por- produce allegorical and mythological subjects in the
celain was a matter more of taste than technique: it may 1740s in imitation of baroque garden statuary. This
be seen as one of those unexpected bold leaps towards seems to me misleading: it is, rather, the case of a finish-
neoclassicism that Vincennes and Sevres made every ed sculpture - whether of sandstone, ivory, bronze,
so often while remaining thoroughly conservative at the porcelain or sugar - resulting from the sculptor’s small-
same time. But there is a third factor, and that is the scale model which is adaptable to any of these purposes,
inescapable correlation between biscuit and sugar To put it another way: the repertoire of gods and vir-
sculpturc with respect to colour, texture and scale: it tues and seasons that Walcha was referring to are not
is difficult to avoid drawing what seems to be an ob- mere borrowings, but arise naturally and simultaneously

out of thematic programmes of the Renaissance and 
baroque court festival in which the arts of sculpture, 

Moreover, sugar sculpture nourished in a context that choreography, gardening and theatre become incx- 
I would suggest provides a natural explanation for much tricably connected, thus establishing this category of 
of the porcelain repertoire. By and large, the subjects porcelain at the final expression of courtly enter- 
that chiefly engaged the porcelain modeller were tainment. 
allegory, mythology, hunting, the exotic and the 
theatrical. These arc precisely the subjects with which 
the Renaissance and baroque court festival was concern
ed, manifested as sugar sculpture on the banqueting illustrations of theatrical or operatic episodes copied 
tale, as hunts, and as performances of allegorical ballets from engravings, but reenactments, as it were, of ac-
and operas often staged in gardens or indoors with tual performances, many of which originated as court
claborai garden stage sets. This of course makes garden entertainment. In considering the Hochst model o( Silvia 
sculpture in part - like porcelain sculpture - also a andAmintas we can limit the identification of its source 
produei of this tradition, and as we know there arc

analogous and duplicate models on the two Banque de France). But the painting itself was really 
scales. One example is Joseph Wcinmuller’s figure of a record by Boucher (himself a set designer) of a per

vious parallel.

On this premise, we can see in certain models not simply

to an engraving after Boucher’s painting of 1755 (coll.
numerous
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6 Lc Petit Patissier. Soft-paste biscuit porcelain. Model by E. 
M. Falconet, 1757. French, Sevres, circa 1757. Musee Na
tional de Ceramique, Sevres.

8 J. E. Nilson. Title-page of I'Amour triomphant, Augsburg, 
n.d. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Whittelsey Fund, 
1961.

formance in the Petits Apparlcments at Versailles in 1749 
with Madame dc Pompadour in the role of Silvia and 
the due d’Ayen as Amintas. And take a figure like the 
Sevres model of the Petit Patissier (Plate 6), which is in
deed an example of Falconet’s borrowing from the 
general category of enfants Boucher. But the enfant was 
very likely a child actor, possibly even the pastrycook’s 
lad selling tarts in the pantomime L'Operateur chinois, 
first performed at Versailles in 1748. Troupes of child 
actors were quite the fashion for a spell in the eighteenth 
century: the Moissonneur, which is half of a pair of 
Vincennes models by Blondeau dating from 1752, is 
associated with the Vcndangcs du Tempe, a ballet pan
tomime of 1745 (written, as it happens, by the son of 
a Parisian pastrycook), but may have originated a few 
years earlier as a pas de deux performed by the young 
Madame Salle and her brother as child harvesters. This 
tradition of child actors was carried into Italy, as we 
know from a Doccia figure of Pcdrolino (Plate 7). 
Although the factory modeller has given the figure the face 
of an adult (perhaps a portrait?), it was originally one of 
the child actors in the troupe of Franz Sebastiani in the 
1760s, as shown in an engraving by J. E. Nilson (Plate 8).

To return to the single plate in Gillicrs that seems so 
pertinent in the present context: it is surely not coin
cidental that Gillicrs strewed his parterre with theatrical- 
looking orientals. The ballet l.rs Fetes chinoiscs was first 
performed in Nancy in 1751. .md was put on in Paris 
in 1754 (with sets by Bouchei j. a date that corresponds 
very well with the group of orientals being produced 
at Mennecy about that lime. 1 here were, in addition, 
numerous Chinese or Turkish ballets staged in Paris

7 Pedrolino. Hard-paste porcelain. Italian, Doccia, circa 1767. 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, The Charles E. Samp
son Memorial Fund, 1985.
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9 Pair of dancers as Persians. Soft-paste porcelain. French, 
Mennccy, 1755-60. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
The Jack and Belle Linsky Collection.

10 Pasdetrois. Hard-paste porcelain. Model by Joseph Nccs. 
German, Ludwigsburg, circa 1763. The Metropolitan 
Museum of An, The Jack and Belle Linsky Collection.
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AntcllL) V. W**tcrluul-Jii*
II Arnold van Westerhout. Engraving after G. B. Lenardi of sugar sculptures for the dinner of 14 January 1687. Berlin, 

Verwaltung der Staatlichen Schlosser und Garten.

in the 1750s, and even the most fleeting impression of published for Charles Ferriol in 1714; but if the Recueil 
these figures makes it clear they are unmistakably was available to the porcelain modeller so it was to the 
dancers in performance, and that much of their costume designer, and such figures as the Fulda 
sculptural vitality arises from an immediate sense of ac- sultancss of circa 1775 is certainly less a descriptive figure 
tion (Plate 0). As for their costumes, it may well be possi- in native garb than a performer dressed in a Turkish 
blc to trace them to a source such as the Recueil de cent costume designed by Louis Rene Boquct. Boquet’s 
estampes f.ncscntant differentes nations du Levant, first- touch, in fact, is much in evidence, Alain Gruber has

(}u> BuiT.; .him.
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ishown that the majestic Frankcnthal model of Occanus 
by Konrad Linck (1730-93) is based 
design by Boquet for a ballet originally performed at 
Fontainebleau in 1760. And we see the hand of Boquet 
again in the series of Ludwigsburg dancers circa 1763 - 65 
by Joseph Nccs which perfectly exemplify the function 
of these statuettes as reflections of court festivities and 
authority (Plate 10). The French choreographer Jean- 
Joseph Noverre went to the Wurttemberg court in 1760, 
staying seven years, and although Boquet, who was his 
collaborator, remained in Paris he sent his costume and 
stage designs out to Stuttgart for Noverre’s use. Ballet 
was Karl Eugen’s passion, and his birthday fetes - 
which lasted up to fourteen days - always included new 
ones by Noverre. Necs’ models may seem a little stilted 
and boneless, but they arc genuine balletic compositions, 
and were clearly intended to demonstrate the latest in

ducal patronage and taste. That they formed part of the 
table decorations during Karl Eugen’s birthday ban
quet may reasonably be assumed from contemporary 
accounts which describe the dessert tables as filled with 
figures of Ludwigsburg manufacture ‘as varied as they 
arc numerous’.

on a costume

I want to conclude by mentioning two engravings which 
arc known to have been in Gotzkowsky’s Berlin factory 
in 1761 (Plate 11). They arc illustrations of the sugar 
sculptures on the table at the banquet given Rome by 
Innocent XI for James II’s ambassador Count Castlc- 
maine in 1687. They arc, I think, a most pertinent 
reminder of the association of porcelain sculpture with 
the long history of sugar sculpture and the world of 
courtly entertainments in which it flourished.
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